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HYPNOTES 

Mission 
 

The Hypnosis Education Association 
is a member-run organization of a 
diverse group of people interested in 
hypnosis and the complementary 
healing arts. Our Mission is to provide 
high standards of education and 
quality support for its members in a 
friendly and warm environment so 
they may be empowered to learn, 
grow, and achieve excellence in their 
lives, personally and professionally. 

Board of Directors 
 

President: Michael Watson 
Vice President:  Patricia Scott 
Secretary: Carol Perrine 
Treasurer:  Susan Watson 
Hypnotes: Open (Jan Rysdon) 
By-Laws: Nancy Solook 
Ethics and Standards: Ross Hester 
Website:  Open 
Hospitality:  Richard Porritt 
Social Media:  Debbie Lane 

Getting Together 
 
As we know, for many people, these last 
long 18 months brought challenges, 
concerns, separation, isolation, and sadly, 
even loss. For many others, this time period 
brought new ideas, exciting opportunities, 
and “unlimited possibilities.” Our HEA 
president, Michael Watson, creatively kept 
us together with successful virtual 
conferences.  
 
And now it’s time to Get Together again 
in person in Orlando and renew our 
commitment to providing a warm and 
friendly environment where we will 
continue to learn and grow! 
 
The intimacy of a close and local group is 
unique to who we are as the HEA. We 
welcome warm hugs from one another. We 
support one another in personal and 
professional ways. The list goes on and on. 
 
You are invited to Get Together with the 
HEA Family from November 12-14, 2021. 
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President’s Message… 

Members and Friends of the HEA – 

I’m so excited!  After such a long time apart, we’re finally getting back together  

LIVE and IN PERSON. 
 

When you’re first establishing a business such as hypnosis in a new city, it’s good to know “the 
lay of the land.”  The local rules and ordinances, the customary rates, and who is who in the 
professional community.  It’s good to have someone to talk to, someone who’s been there. 

I came to Florida from San Francisco in 1996 and didn’t know anyone in the local area.  But in 
less than a year I met a group of people that would soon evolve into the HEA – a member-driven, 
not-for-profit association of Florida hypnotists. It was so wonderful to know others in the 
profession and to receive the benefit of their experience as well as to share some new ideas with 
them that I’d brought with me from the west coast. I was no longer alone. 

Of course, there were several large, national organizations such as the IACT, IMDHA, NGH, 
ACHE, etc.  And they provide a valuable and important function for all of us.  But HEA offered 
close-up connections and friendships with people that I could call, meet for dinner, or spend a 
day with. People with whom I could develop real, meaningful, and lasting friendships. 

So that’s what the HEA still is for me after all of these years. We’ve gone through some 
changes, suffered some losses, had some triumphs … TOGETHER.  And we’re still here.  Events 
of the last two years have prevented us from being together, but it’s so nice to know that as we 
re-enter the world, re-open our offices, resume our businesses … we’ve weathered the COVid 
pandemic, and now we come together again with that same supportive spirit that has sustained 
and empowered us in the a past. 

Through the years, I’ve done a million things to try and build my business … and I’ve enjoyed the 
rewards of my efforts.  But I’ve got to say that nothing I’ve ever done has been more 
important and useful to me than associating and connecting with others in the 
professional community.  

If you’re already a member of the HEA we are so thankful for your continued support and 
friendship … and if you’re new to the HEA we are so happy to welcome you into our family. 

Join us at the meeting! 

 

Michael 
 

Michael Watson 
President 
 

 

Join or renew your membership online at www.HEAhypnosis.com/join-us   
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HEA Fall Conference 2021 

Getting Together 

Friday, Nov. 12 – Sunday, Nov. 14, 2021 
 

Hampton Inn Orlando International Airport 

5767 T.G. Lee Blvd., Orlando, FL  32822 
[Across the street from the Holiday Inn] 

Welcome to the Hampton Inn Orlando Airport Hotel (hilton.com) 

 

Make YOUR RESERVATION NOW!! Call 407-888-2995 
Oct. 13 is the cutoff date! 

 

Mention Hypnosis Education Association to get the $97/night +tax rate 

for king or 2 queens 
Complimentary breakfast 

  

Pre-Register for the conference by Friday, Oct. 29, 2021  
 

Log on to http://heahypnosis.com/conferences/fall-conference-2021  to pre-register.  To pay 
the Member conference fees, you must have paid the 2021 dues. Email Susan Watson at 
HEAcontact101@gmail.com if you are unsure about your status. Hope you’ll also renew or join! 
 
To show our appreciation: We will make audio recordings of all of the presentations.  After the 

weekend, they will be made available for download as our free gift to all who register for the conference. 

We are offering SPECIAL FEES for this conference! For those who attend for the ‘First Time’ or 
the ‘First Time in a Long Time’ the fee is $5. HEA is paying for all attendees’ Saturday night dinner. 
 
Member — $85 
Board of Directors — $35 
Member’s Non-member Spouse/Partner – $55 
Non-Member — $155 
First Time or First Time in a Long Time — $5 
Family Dinner Only for your guest — $40 
 

Your registration fee includes conference fees, our tasty Friday night light meal, and the Saturday HEA 
Family Dinner Buffet.  We also offer the “Family Dinner Only” for your guest.   The Saturday buffet 
includes Chicken Marsala, Honey Parmesan Pork Loin, or Baked Ziti w/Meatballs; Caesar Salad, Fresh 
Baked Rolls & Butter, Sodas, and Dessert.  There will be a cash bar with beer and wine.  To request a 
vegetarian option, please email heacontact101@gmail.com by Oct. 29. 

NOTE: Registration at the door will include an additional $10. We accept cash, check & 
credit cards at the door.  You may also mail your registration check in advance.  Make it 
out to HEA and send to Hypnosis Education Association, 6081 Maggie’s Circle, #106, Jacksonville, 
FL 32244.     Bring extra cash for our 50/50 Opportunity Drawing and to purchase items sold by 
presenters and members.  See you soon! 

Join us at the conference!!      Volunteer to be on the Board of Directors!!   
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Friday Night Details:  We gather to celebrate the season and have 
fun as Buddy Todd, our dearly departed Hospitality Chairman, always 
helped us do.   Light food and beverages are provided by HEA.  We 
appreciate contributions of finger-food & drinks to share!  No hot food, 
please. Casual attire. 

 
If you would like to participate in the Gift Exchange, bring 

a new wrapped gift of $10-15 value appropriate for any of 
the participants (popular items include wine, items for the 
office or home, and holiday decorations.) When it’s time for 
the exchange, you’ll see how “crazy” it can get as gifts are 
selected and sometimes “stolen”!  That’s the “crazy” part, so 
get ready to laugh!!  Which gift will you take home?!!   

  

 

Conference-at-a-Glance** 
 

Friday, November 12 
6:30 pm Buddy Todd Hospitality Night & Crazy Gift Exchange.  

 HEA-provided food and beverages.  Bring a NEW gift, $10-15. - 
Hampton Inn Conference Room 

 

Saturday, November 13 
9:00 – 9:30 Sign In, Meet & Mingle-- (coffee & tea in the lobby) 
9:30 – 9:45 Michael Watson– President’s Welcome & Announcements, 

Nominations for President & Secretary 
9:45 – 10:30 Bianca Ramos – The Breathwork Modality 
   15 min.   Break 
10:45–12:00 Peter Blum – Myth and Metaphor 
12:00– 1:30  Lunch (on your own) 
1:30 – 2:15 Shawn Huber – Working with Executives and Entrepreneurs 
  15 min. Break 
2:30 – 4:00 Jason Linett -Systems for a Confident Hypnosis (and a thriving 

business) 
4:15 - 5:00 Board Meeting (All Are Welcome) 
6:00 -7:00 Cocktails (Cash Bar) -Hotel lobby 
7:00-9:30 HEA Family Dinner & Fun - Conference Room 
 
Sunday, November 14  
9:00-9:30 Sign In and Mingle – (coffee & tea in the lobby) 
9:30-9:45 Michael Watson - Announcements and Elections 
9:45-10:45 Carol Perrine – Love Thy Cancer as Thyself: A Recipe for 

Freedom 
  15 min.  Break 
11:00-12:00 Patti Scott – The Healing Circle Triad 
12:00-1:30 Lunch (on your own) 
1:30-2:30 Dan Cleary – Induction and Intent 
  15 min. Break 
2:45-3:45 Michael Watson – The Portal Process: A look behind the 

curtain 
3:45-4:00 50/50 Raffle Drawing & Announcements 

4:00 Farewell: Till We meet in Oldsmar, FL, in 2022 

 

Presentation details begin on Page 5 
**This schedule is subject to change 

Reminder!! 
 

Pay your 2022 
dues when you 
register for the 

conference. 
  

Dues are only 
$55/yr. 

 

 
HEA membership runs 
from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 
for all members, no 

matter when you join. 
 

Easy to pay online-- 
www.HEAhypnosis.com  
or make a check out to 

HEA & mail to: 
 

Hypnosis Education 
Association Treasurer  
6081 Maggie’s Cr #106 
Jacksonville, FL, 32244 
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~~~Conference Presentations and Presenters~~~ 
 
 
 

Saturday, November 13, 2021 
9:45-10:30 

 

                The Breathwork Modality 

                                With Bianca Ramos 
 

Are you using breathwork in your practice? Are you interested in learning more about this 
powerful and versatile modality? This presentation is designed to inspire you to 
incorporate breathwork more often and to use it to its full potential. It will also give you 
new ideas for preparing your clients for a breathwork session, and you will hear about the 
vast variety of experiences that you and your clients might experience. 
 

Bianca Ramos is a hypnotherapist and personal trainer, helping people transform mentally and physically. 
She is also a lead instructor for the Institute of Interpersonal Hypnotherapy teaching others to become 
hypnotherapists. She has her own private practice in Palm Harbor, FL. “It is my mission to help others transform 
their lives for the better one step at a time.” Contact Bianca at biancatransforms@yahoo.com 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 

Saturday, November 13, 2021 
10:45-12:00 

 
 

                                                                Myth and Metaphor  
                                                  

                                              Symbolic Communication with The Unconscious 

 
                                                                         With Peter Blum 

 
Working with classic stories and myths from around the world, we can learn how to 
customize these to reach our clients’ imaginations. Human beings think and speak in 
symbols. Constructing and integrating metaphors in formal and informal directives and induction is easy; we use 
metaphors naturally in most of our communications. Metaphor (and story) allows the hypnotist to instruct the client 
indirectly in a way that avoids arousing the client’s resistance. Learn to identify key elements of reality 
structure(s), practice extracting another person’s core stories, and help them to reconfigure them to be healthier 
and lead to better outcomes. 
 
Peter Blum is an advocate of “conversational hypnosis”. For three decades he has been collecting and using 
stories and metaphors as an active part of his hypnosis practice. He often incorporates parables from great world 
spiritual traditions and enjoys constructing unique personalized stories for clients. He has been honored with 
numerous awards, including being inducted into the Hypnosis Hall of Fame in 2021. Contact Peter at  
peterlblum108@gmail.com     www.soundsforhealing.com 
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Saturday, November 13, 2021 

1:30-2:15 
 

                                           Working with Executives and Entrepreneurs 
                                              

                                          To Generate Greater Productivity and Fulfillment in  
                                                Their Lives and Businesses Through Hypnosis) 

 
        

                                                                                                     With Shawn Huber 

 
In this workshop we will be exploring ways in which professional coaching and 
hypnosis can be used together to help high-achieving business professionals and 
entrepreneurs who operate in stressful environments become more productive, 
fulfilled, and satisfied both professionally and personally. 
 

Additionally, we’ll uncover what influences high achievers to take action and get 
results for themselves as well as inspire the teams they lead to be purpose-driven high 
performers. Shawn will share client success stories on how the tools, skills, and techniques he combines have 
provided sustainable results for both high-achieving professionals and entrepreneurs alike. 
 
Shawn Huber has been in the health and wellness industry for over 25 years. He is a Certified Life Coach, a 
Certified High Performance Coach, and a Certified Hypnotherapist which enables him to help his clients further 
their progress with greater ease. Shawn’s clients have achieved well beyond their expectations in both business 
and life. Contact Shawn at structuredfreedom@gmail.com 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 

Saturday, November 13, 2021 
2:30-4:00 

 
Systems for Confident Hypnosis (…and a Thriving Business!) 

 

With Jason Linett 
 
What if the same influential hypnotic principles could help you create more 
reliable positive results with your clients… and also help you take your hypnosis 
business from good to great? 
 
Join Jason Linett for this interactive workshop to discover an eye-opening way to 
approach your hypnotic work differently. It’s not just about creating hypnotic 
phenomenon… it’s also about empowering kinesthetic shifts in real-time with your 
clients so they can FEEL the changes taking place.  
 
…and what good are new methods if we don’t yet have the strategies to attract our 
ideal clients? Jason will reveal how the same principles can become the 

cornerstone of the business strategy to create a robust business. 
 
Jason Linett is a best-selling author, TEDx speaker, & full-time professional hypnotist. His WORK SMART 
HYPNOSIS PODCAST has been downloaded more than a million times worldwide. Jason has previously delivered 
inspirational hypnotic keynotes at leading conferences. His online programs are used by thousands of 
professional hypnotists world-wide. While building a successful business is a great goal to strive toward, Jason 
is most proud of his ability to do so and be at home each night with his wife and two children. Contact Jason at 
jason@worksmarthypnosis.com 
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 Sunday, November 14, 2021 
9:45-10:45 

 
Love Thy Cancer as Thyself 

 

A Recipe for Freedom 
                                                        

                                               With Carol Perrine 
 
A cancer diagnosis can be devastating.   Does it have to be this way?  Freedom from fear 
is essential for clarity for the many decisions on the journey to well-being.  Carol has 
successfully helped many clients on their cancer journey by helping them change their 
perspective from fear to love.  Carol’s approach has been fine-tuned over the last few 
years based on her own unusual personal experience with a cancer diagnosis.  

This presentation provides demonstrations and many ready-to-use tools with handouts 
so that hypnotherapists of all skill levels may now feel confident helping clients who are 
faced with one of life’s most challenging diagnoses.  As it turns out, Love is the answer!  

Carol Perrine, CHt, has enjoyed being a certified clinical hypnotherapist since 2007 with certifications in 
medical hypnosis and NLP as well. She is the past president of the Hypnosis Education Association and has 
received numerous awards for excellence in her field.  Carol has had a lifelong love of learning for the mind/body 
connection that led her to become an accomplished hypnotherapist.  Contact Carol at carol@carolperrine.com   
www.carolperrine.com 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Sunday, November 14, 2021 
11:00-12:00 

 
Healing Circle Triad 

 

With Patricia “Patti” V. Scott, PhD 
 

 
The Healing Circle Triad process is an inspiration Patti received while teaching her 
Medical Hypnotherapy Specialty Certification training last year.  You may be familiar 
with “Circles of Excellence,” an NLP technique where you fill a circle with “Excellence” 
and then step in and anchor it for future use.  This technique uses three circles that are 
designed to help the client access inner intelligence and resources in order to achieve 
complete balance physically, emotionally, energetically, and spiritually (or whatever 
term you and your client have for the ethereal realm). 
 
This process is designed to guide the client to stand and physically step into each circle 

throughout the process; however, Patti has been guiding students through the process on-line and it seems to have 
identical results.  Patti provides a handout and will do a guided group demonstration. 
 
Patricia (“Patti”) is a Certified Medical Hypnotherapist & NLP Master Practitioner since 1992, Certified Master 
Trainer with IACT, IMDHA Life Fellow & Medical Hypnotherapy Trainer, and IHF Certified Instructor. Patti is 
President at UP Hypnosis Institute (UPHI) in Florida where she teaches “Live” and “On-line” Certification 
trainings in Hypnosis & Medical Hypnotherapy, as well as NLP training. Prior to 1992 Patti had an impressive 
20-year career as a professional singer, actor, dancer & published songwriter. Contact Patti at 
www.UPHypnosis.com  UPHypnosis@outlook.com  727-943-5003    
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Sunday, November 14, 2021 
1:30-2:30 

 

                                            Induction and Intent 
 

                                           Creating Success for Our Clients and Ourselves 
                                                        

                                         With Daniel F. Cleary 
 
This presentation benefits novice to expert by demonstrating the incredible 
effectiveness of intent. Recognition of the impact of life experience enhances 
induction. By utilizing the energies of the client, we naturally develop an aura of 
healing, causing clear understanding of the success of the session. The simplicity of 
these techniques reminds participants to immediately access awareness of success for 
themselves and their clients.
 

∙ Clarify awareness that induction begins prior to the 
session. 

∙ Realize the healing power of intent. 
∙ Learn to shift "resistance" to advantage. 

∙ Influence client expectation to achieve powerful 
results. 

∙ Connect with the certainty of success.

 
Daniel F. Cleary is an internationally recognized Hypnosis Instructor and Pain Relief Educator. He presents 
programs on hypnosis and the language of transformation throughout the United States, Europe, and Australia 
to doctors, psychologists, therapists, and other hypnotists. His specialties include Pain Relief, Personal 
Transformation, and Effective Therapeutic Language. Dan is the author of the successful client guides: LITTLE 
BOOK OF CHANGE - a primer to hypnosis, CHANGING PAIN - Relief is Realistic, TARGETING PAIN - A 
Practitioners Guide To Relief.  Dan Cleary goes back into our HEA Pre-history, along with Earl and Buddy who 
all met in Florida Association for Professional Hypnotists. FAPH was a group that went through a fatal 'growing 
pain,' and Dan, Earl, and Buddy all decided to leave together. Dan was just beginning a hypnosis magazine and 
tried to use it to reunite some of FAPH's factions and announce to the hypnosis community the new association. 
Buddy and Earl began setting up HEA and gave Dan life-membership in recognition of bringing several others to 
HEA. So, Dan has been around HEA and hypnosis for a while. Contact Dan at dancleary@juno.com  

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Sunday, November 14, 2021 
2:45-3:45 

 
The Portal Process 

 

A Look Behind the Curtain 
                                                        

                                                       With Michael Watson 
 
There are transpersonal experiences that we have from time to time that take us 
beyond ourselves.  These can be experienced in prayer or meditation … while 
listening to a symphony … or watching a football game.  They open up a “doorway” 
to other realities and perspectives.   The Portal Process utilizes a simple hypnotic 
technique to open such a doorway within ourselves for greater self-awareness and 
generative change.  It is a client driven process that you can use on your own or 
make a regular part of your work with clients in a 21st century hypnosis practice. 

Michael Watson is the President of the HEA and the Principal Trainer for the International Association of 
Counselors and Therapists.  He is an internationally known trainer with over 40 years of experience in the field.  
Michael’s developmental work in Evolutionary Hypnosis is “cutting edge.”  His lighthearted and caring style make 
his presentations as pleasant as they are useful.  With Karen Hand, Michael is the host of “The Virtual Chapter” a 
monthly online zoom meeting of interviews and features for hypnotists.  Contact Michael at 
FLHypno@outlook.com    
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Code of Ethics of HEA 

The Hypnosis Education Association requires its members to conform to the following ethical principles 
and shall hold members accountable for any departure from these principles. 

1.  Client Welfare: Members shall make the physical and mental well-being of each client a prime 

consideration. 

2.  Client Safety: Members shall not engage in verbal, physical or sexual abuse of any client. 

3.  Practice Limits: Members shall use hypnosis strictly within the limits of their training and competence 

and in conformity to the laws of their state. 

4.  Advertising: Members shall be truthful in their advertising. 

5.  Referred Practice: Members shall engage in hypnotic work with a client regarding a medical or mental 

disease only on written referral from an appropriately licensed medical or mental health professional, 

except when otherwise provided for by state law. 

6.  Reasonable Practice: Members shall withhold non-referred hypnotic services if a client’s behavior, 

appearance or statements would lead a reasonable person to believe that the client should be evaluated 

by a licensed health care professional. Members shall provide services to such clients only after evaluation 

and with the approval of the licensed health care professional. 

7.  Colleagues: Members shall treat hypnotist colleagues without public defamation. 

 

Contact Us 
 

Michael Watson, President:  407-733-8963 
 

Email:  HEAcontact101@gmail.com 
 

Website:  www.HEAhypnosis.com 

Lifetime Members  
 

When a member has made great 
contributions to HEA and the field of 
hypnosis, the president may award the 
status of Lifetime Member to honor 
that member.  Lifetime members are 
exempt from paying annual dues; they 
do pay conference and banquet fees; if 
a Lifetime Member is a presenter, then 
the conference fees are excluded.   
 

These are our Lifetime Members: 
1998 Dan Cleary 
2005  Lynn Groves 
2008  Joan Pataky 
2010 Michael Watson 
2013 Ross Hester 
2015 Patricia Scott 
2018 Carol Perrine 
2018  Jan Rysdon 


